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STORYTELLING



BRAND REVIEW



BRAND DNA 
Brand DNA defines what is unique and relevant about SFU based 
on what resonates with key stakeholders
It clarifies the qualities and characteristics used for key messages, 
visual identity, media, SFU News, marketing and recruitment 
campaigns and social channels



KEY ATTRIBUTES 
Unconventional
Fearless
Compassionate
Approachable
Ready



KEY MESSAGES
We are Canada’s engaged university. 
We educate changemakers, visionaries and passionate problem-solvers
We deliver academic and research excellence
We mobilize knowledge to create innovation that benefits society
We celebrate the diversity of people, ideas and cultures
Our alumni, donors and community partners embrace the world and 
bring the promise of SFU to life



COMMUNICATIONS & MARKETING 
MANDATE: 
C&M is accountable for communication directly related to the university’s 
vision and priorities. Though we are not accountable for daily operational 
communication, or communication for more targeted audiences, we provide 
strategic counsel, self-serve tools and amplification on institutional channels.

GOAL: 
Increase the positive reputation and perception of SFU as Canada’s Engaged 
University.



DEPARTMENT/FACULTY PRIORITIES 
Alumni à Engage alumni, create community, raise funds
Faculties à Attract new students, showcase faculty achievement and 
research
Research à Research funding announcements
Safety and Risk Services à Service stories 

– i.e. how to prepare for an earthquake



WHAT IS C&M TRYING TO DO WITH CONTENT?
Ensure the stories we tell are consistent and advance 
SFU’s strategic vision
Deliver SFU content into the hands of the right people at 
the right time for the right reason
Convert the people who read our stories into brand ambassadors
Reduce the time spent on quantity and increase the quality of 
our content.



THE STORIES WE TELL



HANDS-ON LEARNING
EXPERIENTIAL 
LEARNING
Students learn practical, 
relevant, hands-on skills, 
whether in the classroom or 
via internships, co-op terms, 
research awards, volunteer 
opportunities, international 
field schools.



EXAMPLE: HANDS-ON LEARNING 
EXPERIENTIAL 
LEARNING

Compassion, technology 
not at odds for this 
community-engaged engineer



NATIONAL RECOGNITION
RANKINGS/AWARDS
Prestigious ranking or award, 
national or international 
recognition beyond a specific 
field of study or touches on 
a relevant social issue.



EXAMPLE: NATIONAL RECOGNITION
RANKINGS/AWARDS

Building a better future: 
eight SFU innovators
named to Royal Society 
of Canada 



SHARING KNOWLEDGE
KNOWLEDGE 
FOR GOOD

When we transform 
ideas created in the classroom 
or lab into innovations or 
ventures that benefit society.



EXAMPLE: SHARING KNOWLEDGE
KNOWLEDGE 
FOR GOOD

Trail-blazing innovation 
in clean-tech sparks start-up 

SFU student makes 
breakthrough in renewable 
energy, commercializes it.

KEY MESSAGE

Applying lab research to solve 
problems facing society.



CULTIVATE DIALOGUE
IMPORTANT 
SOCIETAL ISSUES

We cultivate dialogue, 
community partnerships and 
collaborations on important 
societal issues. 



EXAMPLE: CULTIVATE DIALOGUE
SOCIETAL ISSUES

Confronting the 
Disinformation Age, 
2019 Community Summit

SFU’s annual Community 
Summit is a great example of 
how SFU cultivates dialogue 
on important societal issues



HOW TO FIND STORIES 
THAT ALIGN WITH BRAND
To help generate ideas, use idea-spoking. 
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TAKE 5



HOW TO SCOPE YOUR STORY IDEA



WHY SHOULD PEOPLE CARE?
Why is this important?
Is there a key finding?
A new approach?
An amazing or unusual personal accomplishment?
Is this a first?



GENERAL STORY PRINCIPLES 
Is there a sense of conflict /overcoming adversity/solving a problem? 
Does it generate curiosity/inspire awe, surprise?
Is it timely?
Does it have a significant impact on an individual, community 
or society? 
Does it elicit strong emotions? 
Does it build pride in SFU, in audience?



SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
IS THERE A SIGNIFICANT 
IMPACT ON AN INDIVIDUAL, 
COMMUNITY OR SOCIETY?

Marianne Ignace’s 
language preservation work;

SFU ImageTech opening 
the ‘best possible windows’ 
into human brain function



CURIOSITY
DOES IT GENERATE 
CURIOSITY? 

Oscar the trash-sorting robot 
reduces waste at SFU’s Surrey 
campus;

Men with this face may be 
more likely to cheat on their 
partners – SFU research; 

Flex N Feel glove puts touch 
into long-distance relationships 



TIMELY
IS IT TIMELY? 
Researchers working to save 
Orcas from boat collisions
A study on ‘super seniors’ 
timed for Seniors Day; 
New research on something 
currently in the news, i.e. the 
city’s housing crisis



STRONG EMOTIONS
DOES IT ELICIT STRONG 
EMOTION OR SOMETHING 
READERS CAN IDENTIFY 
WITH?

Passion and courage 
trounce adversity

Want to feel good this holiday 
season? Spend money on 
someone else. 



INTERVIEWING FOR BRAND



USE QUESTIONS TO DRAW OUT KEY MESSAGES



QUESTIONS FOR RESEARCH STORIES
How is your research making a difference?
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Do you consider your research to be unconventional? 
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Is your work visionary? Why?
Is your research a ‘first’ in any way?
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How is your work contributing to change in a particular sector or 
community? Why do you feel that’s important?
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QUESTIONS FOR STUDENT STORIES
What kind of experiential learning did you have? Co-op? 
Research assistant? Internship? Venture Connection? 
What value do you find in experiential learning
What campus activities were you involved in? 
What off-campus activities were you involved in?
How has your SFU education affected your job prospects? 
Did you find your program was flexible enough to adapt to your needs? 
If so, please explain. 
What kinds of classroom or learning innovations did you encounter?
In what ways has your education prepared you to be a changemaker?



CRAFTING YOUR STORY



OUR STORY APPROACH
People first, facts/stats second: 
Friendly, casual tone, in the active voice 
Visual choices: 



WEAVING BRAND MESSAGES INTO COPY
When possible, insert key messages and attributes into the headline and 
lede and reinforce them in the nutgraph and quote.
What is the nutgraph? It’s a paragraph explaining essential facts and 
context of the story, reinforcing why it’s important. It’s usually the 
second or third paragraph.



HANDS-ON LEARNING
EXPERIENTIAL
LEARNING

Fearless PhD student 
strives to improve rural 
women’s health 



THE LEDE
Walking for days along Nepal’s steep mountainous paths, with no access to 
electricity, phone or internet, might seem like an  unconventiona way to 
conduct research. But for Cathy Ellis, who convocates this month as one of 
SFU’s oldest doctoral graduates this year, it was an essential part of her 
fieldwork.

ATTRIBUTE: 

KEY MESSAGE: experiential learning. Student conducts research in the field, 
experiencing difficulties along the way. 
THE VISUAL also reinforces the experiential learning

UNCONVENTIONAL

UNCONVENTIONAL



Ellis is dedicated to improving the lives of others. FEARLESS AND COMPASSIONATE,



TRANSFORMING IDEAS
SUSTAINABLE 
ELECTRONICS
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THE HEADLINE

Collaboration sparks sustainable electronics manufacturing breakthrough 

SFU shares knowledge to create innovations that benefit society 

HEADLINE

KEY MESSAGE



THE LEDE

Simon Fraser University and Swiss researchers are developing an 
eco-friendly, 3D-printable solution for producing wireless Internet-of-
Things (IoT) sensors that won’t contaminate the environment.

Our researchers and students collaborate with international partners 
to develop innovations for positive social and economic impact.

LEDE

KEY MESSAGE



THE NUTGRAPH AND QUOTE 

SFU professor Woo Soo Kim led the research team's discovery that a 
wood-derived cellulose material can replace the plastics and polymeric 
materials currently used in electronics. 
“Our eco-friendly 3D-printed cellulose sensors can wirelessly transmit 
data during their life, and then can be disposed of without concern of 
environmental contamination,” says Kim.

NUTGRAPH



HANDS-ON LEARNING
EXPERIENTIAL 
LEARNING

Hands-on co-op placements 
lead to jobs 



THE HEADLINE

Experiential learning helps land dream job at Instagram

Student learns practical, relevant, hands-on skills, results in dream job.

HEADLINE

KEY MESSAGE



THE LEDE

After completing three internships in San Francisco during his SFU 
interactive arts and technology degree program, Sean Leach is moving 
there in August to begin his career as a product designer at Instagram.

Students learn practical, relevant, hands-on skills, whether in the 
classroom or via internships, co-op terms, research awards, volunteer 
opportunities, international field schools

LEDE

KEY MESSAGE



THE NUTGRAPH

He credits the School of Interactive Arts and Technology’s strong studio 
culture, tight-knit student and alumni community and many experiential 
learning opportunities for giving him the skills and connections to make 
this dream job a reality.

NUTGRAPH



STYLE AND LANGUAGE



SFU BRAND VOICE IS… 
Positive
Innovative
Witty
Confident
Conversational
Concise



TRANSLATING BRAND
Avoid awkward jargon: mobilization knowledge; co-generation of 
knowledge; knowledge creation (research!)



FOR EXAMPLE
“The annual SFU conference addresses a distinct issue affecting society, 
convenes people for , and                                        ” 

THIS SENTENCE IS NOT ‘ON BRAND’.

It oozes jargon and obscures the message. And it includes the awkward 
and boring verb “enables  

A BETTER EFFORT

“The annual SFU conference addresses a distinct issue affecting society, 
convening people

KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE ENABLES SOLUTION FINDING.

“ENABLES”

WHO CAN SHARE THEIR KNOWLEDGE AND IDEAS AS THEY WORK TO

SOLVE PROBLEMS.



STRIVE FOR A CONVERSATIONAL TONE

Findings from the survey establish benchmark indicators 
of the entre’s programming and communications as it enters.  the 
first year of    its   Strategic  lan.

As we            the first year of the centre’s new strategic plan we’ll use 
the survey findings to establish benchmark indicators for programming 
and communications.

VERSUS

WILL BE USED TO

OF C IT ENTERS

ITS

BEGIN

S P

EXAMPLE



ACTIVE VOICE = DOER PLUS VERB

The a mini-grant to SFU Health Services.

ACTIVE VOICE = RECIPIENT PLUS VERB

SFU Health Services                    a mini-grant from the provincial ministry.

PROVINCIAL MINISTRY AWARDED

RECEIVED

USE AN ACTIVE VOICE



AVOID THE VERB “TO BE”
EXAMPLE

The objective of this study was to determine the effects 
of genetic variants.

This study determines the effects of genetic variants. 

VERSUS



ELIMINATE ZOMBIE NOUNS 



They are nouns ending in
etc. 

discuss à discussion
develop à development
comment à commentary
analyse à analysis

-ION

ZOMBIE NOUNS USUALLY USE “TO BE” 

-ITY -MENT -ISM -ARY -IS

EXAMPLES



EXAMPLE
The grant will support the 
an advanced computing network. 

The grant will help fund a new, advanced 
computing network. 
OR

The grant will help researchers develop an advanced 
computing network.

DEVELOPMENT OF

VERSUS



WHEN A STORY REACHES C&M



YOU’VE GOT A STORY IDEA! NOW WHAT?
Use the story submission form
Communications and Marketing will collaborate with you to explore 
options, the story’s priority, and treatment options – SFU News, media 
release, social media promotion
We may ask you to reach out to researchers or story subjects to see if 
they are willing to chat with media about the story



HOW OUR PROCESS WORKS 
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MEDIA: RELEASE, 
I&E, NEWS PITCH

SFU NEWS, HOMEPAGE, 
FACULTY PAGES

VIDEOS, PHOTOS

SOCIAL PROMOTION, 
AMPLIFICATION

OTHER: DIGITAL SCREENS, 
NEWSLETTERS, EMAIL
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WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU?



BENEFITS OF WORKING WITH C&M
Communicating our stories consistently using the Brand DNA 
strengthens our individual messages and SFU’s reputation.
Support with editorial (story advice, editing, brand alignment)
Multi-channel approach
Bigger impact and reach on the institutional channels
Media
If it’s a priority we’ll cover video and photos
We can target and boost priority stories on social media



QUESTIONS?




